ABOUT ROB
Rob has been held now for 19 years in confinement
of up to 23 hours a day, enduring conditions of
intense loneliness and deprivation, fighting for his
life. It is common for those held in such conditions
to give up hope altogether, yet this has not been the
case for Rob. He never passes up the opportunity
for a chance to better himself. Since his
incarceration he has become a certified Yoga
instructor, published writing and completed a
distance paralegal diploma. Rob is an avid reader
and enjoys books on psychology, art, history, and
literature.

HELP SAVE
ROB'S LIFE
WWW.FREEROBWILL.ORG/HELP-US

Rob Will was convicted and sentenced to death in
2001 for a crime he did not commit. More than 19
years later, he is still fighting for his life on Texas
Death Row, in one of the most notorious prisons
in America: the Allan B. Polunsky Unit. It is
essential for awareness to be raised for this
miscarriage of justice as Rob comes to the end of
his appeals process. After being wrongfully
convicted for half of his life, and surviving the
most inhumane conditions possible, please help
us achieve justice and bring Rob home.

FREE ROB WILL
INNOCENT ON TEXAS DEATH ROW

FACTS OF INNOCENCE
Rob was convicted in the fatal shooting of a police
officer based on circumstantial evidence, despite
the fact that:
Police radio logs prove he had been searched
and handcuffed prior to the murder
All forensic test results were inconsistent with
Rob being the shooter

Rob also co-founded The DRIVE Movement. The
DRIVE Movement is a group of inmates and
activists organizing and participating in non-violent
direct actions; fighting for improved prison
conditions from within the prison walls.A
passionate and self-taught artist, Rob creates
exceptional work given the very limited supplies
Texas’ death row allows. He has had art exhibitions
in New York and Miami, USA; Hamburg, Germany
and Brighton, UK, to great success.

FOLLOW @FREEROBWILL

Numerous different witnesses signed sworn
affidavits that Rob's co-defendant confessed to
the murder
Several people witnessed the co-defendant at
the apartment covered in blood
County jail records show the co-defendant
attempted to put a "hit" on Rob prior to trial
The co-defendants finger prints, shoe casts,
and other forensic evidence were never tested.
His clothes were tested but due to thorough
bleaching, no DNA could be extracted from the
blood stains on them.

WWW.FREEROBWILL.ORG

SUPPORTERS

A US DISTRICT COURT
JUDGE STATED IN 2012:

Dr. Phil McGraw, Ph.D: Host of TV’s #1
daytime talk show
Jason Flom; CEO of Lava Records, Founding
Board Member of The Innocence
Project, Wrongful Conviction Podcast Host,
Damien Echols; Arkansas Death Row
Survivor, Author
Jordan Wynn; Los Angeles based Film
Producer
Leonor Anthony; Miami based International
Artist / Activist
James Earley; Artist, winner of the
prestigious London Biennale
Peter Tunney, NYC based International
Artist

"This man is kind,
thoughtful and brilliant. He
would be a tremendous
asset to free society. I am
committed to helping bring
him home to his son and
grandson, where he
belongs."
- Jason Flom

“On top of considerable evidence
supporting Will’s innocence and the
important errors in the trial court, there
must also be addressed the absence of
eye-witness testimony or strongly
probative evidence. Only circumstantial
evidence supports Will’s conviction and
death sentence.”

HE ALSO STATED IN 2018:

"This place, this prison,
this death camp exists
on a foundation of lies,
deceit and half-truths.
But with art we can tell
our own truths and let
the power of artistic
expression be a truly
revolutionary act."
- Rob Will

“This Court has repeatedly expressed
deep concern for the factually complex
insinuations that Will may be innocent of
the crime for which he faces a death
sentence. The Court is particularly
sensitive to the absence of any direct
evidence of Will’s guilt, and the number
of witnesses who aver that another man
confessed to the underlying murder”
"The veracity of the evidence
supporting his innocence is not
even challenged or in
question. The mismanagement of
this case and the attendant
evidence is
nothing short of monumental"
-Dr. Phil McGraw, Ph.D

